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As far as the author knows, Corollary 2 gives the first concrete example of a maximal abelian algebra in the Calkin algebra which is not an image of a maximal abelian von Neumann algebra. (That the latter is an example is a consequence of [7] .) 'The author would like to point out that, although the techniques of this paper are quite different from those used in [7] , several important conceptual ideas for the proof were gleaned from the Johnson and Parrot paper.
Let 9 be the unit disc, and let ii% be its boundary. Let Hz be the subspace of I,' Z,"(W) of those functions with all negative Fourier coefficients equal to zero. Let ;\If denote the operator vn I,? of multiplication by the 1,' function f. The Toeplitz operator T, with symbol f is the compression of Nff to H". If -4 is a subset of I,', let F-(A) be the norm closed algebra generated by 17; : f~ A4i. Let 9(W) be the bounded operators on TJ?, and let LP%(H2) be its ideal of compact operators. Let r: 9(F) --f 5Y(H")/BF'(H2) be the canonical homomorphism onto the Calkin algebra. If S is an operator, let D(X) : SS -S'S he the derivation on 9(W) induced by S. We will prove the following theorem, which is somewhat stronger than Theorem I. The proof will follow from a series of lemmas, but first we will outline the main ideas. If T,S -ST, is not compact, we can take h -~ z. So for the remainder of the proof, WC will assume that S essentially commutes with T2 . From this, it follows that S commutes mod& compacts with every Toeplitz operator with continuous symhol. We show that there is a subsequence A of the positive integers and a function f in Lz, such that in the zu* topology on TP(H'), T, = lii T,,ST+, .
Kext, we find a countable collection of disjoint closed intervals ix,,) of the unit circle such that '1 TX,S --TX,,l j, :> 6 > 0. (H ere we take the liberty of denoting both xn and its characteristic function by the same symbol.) Combining the two preceding results, we obtain functions p,, in H" such that /j D(T,)li >-6 and so that the partial sums of the series xp, are uniformly bounded. It follows that T,7L and D( T,,,) converge strongly to zero, so we are able to extract a subsequence T such that ?z -2 xV,Erp,L is in Hv-with the operators D(Tn,) almost mutually orthogonal. This will allow us to conclude that D( T?J is not compact. By choosing the functions p,, so that their closed supports cluster at only one point, we ensure that h has only one discontinuity.
Let 2 be the net of inner functions ordered by divisibility. If w is an inner function, let cr,, 5' ~-T,ST,, . Let or1 _= gz,, C'onsider the sequence [o,,jand the net {Us,,). Both are norm bounded, and hence lie in a zc* compact set. C'onsequently, they ha\,e ZU* limit points. I'roof. The set of operators {Dam} lies in the ball of radius 2 ii S ~1, which is wx compact and metrizable.
Hence the w * limit point S' can be taken to be the limit of a subsequence A of N. Since n(S) and r(T,) commute in the Calkin algebra, z-(S) commutes with ~T(TJ -~ n(T,))l.
Hence S commutes modulo compacts with Ti , and, therefore, also with F(C), the C* algebra generated by T, .
If K is compact, lim,,, The proofs of (4') and (5') arc identical to the calculations for (4) and (5). In (5') we note that (h,h, : /zr , h, E H"] is dense in 1,". If S = T,--r X with X in the commutator ideal of .Y(La), then u", ~=:-S ~ T,Xll,,, . By Douglas [4] , for anv F '--0, there is an inner function o such that 11 IYT,,, '1 < E. Hence limCuC-r u(,, == S.
The nest lemma is a basic element in the proof of main theorem. Let .Y% be the space of piecewise continuous functions in F. Consider the function F: iY% --•f 9(1-I') defined by F(X) = T,S -TX, , where f is defined in terms of S as in Lemma 1. It is clear that if g, are in .YK, uniformly bounded in the sup norm, such that g,, t go pointwise, then F(gJ -F(g,) in the strong operator topology. We have F( 1) ~~~ S -T, =-S', which is not compact unless S is a compact perturbation of a Toeplitz operator. Keep this function in mind to motivate the following lemma. Then, there exist characteristic functions (xn : n >I 11 in 3% of disjoint closed support such that 11 F(xn)!j > a/4. Th ese sets can be chosen to cluster at only one point.
Consequently, there exist trigonometric polynomials h, such that I h,, 1, :.< 2, 1, h,(l -x,J ..I 2 )I, and ! F(h,J > 01/4.
Remark.
Since xn is in 8% it is the finite union of closed intervals. \Ve can suppose, in fact, that xs is a closed interval if we change the constant to CK/S.
Proof.
Let 8 be the collection of all characteristic functions x of closed intervals such that IiF(x > a/4. Let
Here ; x 1 is the linear measure of x as a subset of the circle. We claim that E is nonempty.
For if E is empty, then, since it is the intersection of nested closed sets, one of these sets is empty. That is, there exists an integer n such that shows that B is nonempty. Let x0 E E. We proceed by induction.
Suppose we have chosen disjoint characteristic functions xi E 8, i = I ,..., n, with a, = C/(X,, , (J xi) > 0. Since .I-,) E E, we have clear that the sets {x,J cluster only at x0 We remark that the sets pt may be the union of two intervals, say p and p Then since F(p,) = &P) + F@), we can chose one of these with norm greater than a!/%. Fix x xri , and choose continuous function gi such that 0 < g, & x and gi + x pointwise. We argue as above to find an integer i such that /I F(g,)lj :-0114. Let kj be the jth Fejer mean of gi . Then I1 kj -gi /'?. tends to zero as j tends to infinity, so again by the above argument we choose an integer j such that IlFkll > a/4 and also 18 ki -xi II < 2m~". For x =. xn , let h,, =-ki . \Ve compute ,~ h, /! * / gi 1 + 2-" & 2, I1 h,(l -xn)il < ijg$(l -xn);i +-2-" = 22".
Hence we see that the functions h, satisfy the requirements of the lemma 
We can assume that D(an) is compact for all n. iYe claim that a,, --+ 0 in the strong operator topology. If not, there is a unit vector h in N2 such that k, :. a,h has )~ k, 11 > 6, for all n in an infinite set 1. It is an elementary exercise, left to the reader, to show that we can find a finite subset J' of J so that II Cd k, /I > M. This contradicts II zVtEJ, a, ;! < M. Let {zll : n 3 0) be an orthonormal basis for Hz. Let R, be the orthogonal projection onto the span of {zO ,... 1 ~~1. Now since a, --f 0 strongly, we also have D(a,) + 0 strongly. Using this fact and the compactness of D(a,), we can inductively choose a subsequence r of N and corresponding projections Q4 which are finite dimensional and mutually orthogonal. These will be chosen so that for nL in r, we have Proof of Theorem 2. We are now ready to complete the proof of our main theorem. Suppose S in 9(H2)
is not the sum of a Toeplitz operator and a compact operator. We suppose that TJ -ST, is compact, for otherwise we can take h == Z. By Lemma 1, we choose a subsequence A of N, and a functionf in Lz such that S' S -Tf = w* ki S -TJT,, .
The operator S' is not compact, say I/ r(S')ll > 01 > 0. We apply Lemma 2 to the map F(g) == TJ ~ T,, . Because of the remarks preceding Lemma 2, we need only show that F satisfies P3. Letfr , f2 be piecewise continuous with disjoint closed supports. Let g, , g, be functions in C such that gi =: 1 on the support of fi , and grg, = 0. By Lemma 1, rT,. commutes with r&S', and by [4] , we have for every h in L", Proof of Theorem I. 11 'e will now prove the results stated in the first section. If S commutes modulo the compacts with all analytic Toeplitz operators, it follows from Theorem 2 that S has the form S :-r, (-K, where K is compact. Therefore, we see from Sarason [8] thatJ'is in f-1% -;-c'.
\Ve remark that if S is in the Toeplitz algebra, this result follows in a more elementarv wa!-. For then S :-7; .~ XV, where S is in the commutator ideal of .7(/,').
\Ve ha\-c that u,, ~~ T,( TJ -ST,,) is compact for every inner function W. So be I,emma 1, S ~~~ lim,,,, u<,, in norm, and hence -\I is compact. We now apply Sarason's result as above.
To prove C'orollary 1, we note that .Y(L") is generated by .F(H") and .Y(H"-). Hence C'orollary 2 is immediate from Ttlcorem 1 and the fact that ~.?(f1~ -j+ C) is abelian.
C'OROLLART 3. If an operator S is not in F(Hx + C), then there is un inner jLnction w srrrh that ST,, -T,,,S is not compact.
Proqf.
Ily Theorem 1, there is an analytic function 12 such that S7X ~--T,,S is not compact. A theorem of Marshall [IO] shows that the linear span of the inner functions is norm dense in U". The set of noncompact operators is open, so we can approximate h bv a finite linear combination of inner functions C a+~, so that z CX~(S'~:,,~ ---FWZS) is not compact.
Remar,k.
Marshall's results actually say more. If we take h to be continuous except at .s,, , we can approximate h in norm by Blaschke products which arc continuous except at sa . So if S is not a Toeplitz operator plus a compact, we can find a Blaschke product b with zeros accumulating only at s,, for which SY',, -r,,S is not compact. Every derivation of Y(L") into the compact operators is of the form D(X) : XS -SX with S in F(QC).
We consider the matrix-valued case. The operator algebra F(L") c<~ M,, acts on Hz @ P, M, is the n x n matrix algebra over C. A general reference for this is Douglas [5] . So U = T, + K, where g is unimodular in QC and K is compact.
Proof.
Since FZ(H') is the unique minimal closed two-sided ideal in F(Ha) + Z%(H2), we must have a(9V(H')) = Y%(H"). So, by a wellknown theorem [3] , there is a unitary-operator W such that a(K) _= W*KW for all K in Z%'(HZ). If A is in Y(Hm) + 9%(He), then (W*AW)(W*KW) W*AKW = a(AK) =m a(il) (Y(K) =-: cr(A)W*KW for all compact operators K. Hence a(A) = W".sl W.
